
Looks great. For good.

www.sweet-doors.co.uk    Sweet is #BRISANTSECURE



Numbers. Rounded up.
We've made the numbers fit, 
without screws. Extra sweet.



7 colour options.
With chrome, gold, black, white, stainless steel,
rose gold and new anthracite grey,
there’s a Sweet for everyone.



We guarantee that your door furniture 
will still be working and looking sweet for 20 years.

The six layers of armour kept Sweet looking great
after being hammered with salt water for over 8000
hours. The accreditation standard is only 240 hours.

Protected with 6 layers 
of armour.

8000+ hrs

240 hrs

Sweet performance
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Kerb appeal becomes curve appeal.
Sweet's unique edgeless design
rethinks door furniture and creates long
lasting beauty with design simplicity.



As well as looking great the Sweet letter box is really
clever. The traditional frame and flap design is
replaced with a single wrap around design to stop
the elements creeping through the butt joints. 

Two internal skins bring additional sound and
thermal insulation.

Better news. 
Multi-layer insulated letter box.

Double spring design

Wrap around design

Six layer coating

Thermal and 
sound insulating skins.

Point smartphone here 
to view in AR





It could be secure.
It could be smart.
It is Sweet.
The outside Sweet handle, security handle,
and smart handle all look identical. The
perfect option for a truly suited home.

Knockout.
The Sweet curved design ethos transforms 
the door knocker into a design statement.



Still Sweet. Just Smart.
Controlling your door locks from your smartphone, your
watch, by voice command as well as a real key is clever. 
Combining this with Kitemarked Police preferred security

and a £2000 security guarantee is smart. 

The Ultion SMART locking system is part of the Sweet
family, making it the only suited smart handle.

Point smartphone here 
to view in AR
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“…A re-assuring combo of digital
and physical burglar-proofing.”

-Stuff Magazine

For those who have been considering
a smart lock, but have been

apprehensive about going entirely
keyless, the Brisant Secure Ultion

Smart should ease their fears.

-Trusted Reviews

“Packed full of tech, from voice-
activation to geo-locking, even

working with an Apple Watch as its 
key. And there’s still the option of 

using a real key too.”

-TechRadar



Designed to look great.
For good.


